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No unavoidable obstacles.
All access trail to other optional trails.

Yotee's Run-1.5 miles
Great Views. Short to moderate climbs with somewhat steeper side slopes.

Upper Ridge-1.5 miles
Small obstacles such as rock crossings and tighter turns.

High Point-1.0 mile
Very steep accents/descents, rock technical features.

Burrell Cove-1.7 miles
Dirt jumps and small unavoidable features. Access to SABA Beach.

SABA Beach-0.7 miles
Narrow, tight, twisting. Access to SABA Beach.

Sneaking Creek-3.2 miles
Open/flowing with a few short climbs and optional features.

Burnt Tree Peninsula-1.0 mile
Some tight/sharp turns with no unavoidable obstacles.

USFS Land

Central Loop-3.1 miles
No unavoidable obstacles.

Advanced Skill Level

Lake Chatuge

Philadelphia Church Cove

Burrell Cove

Burrell Cove